Welcome to Sikama International's Monthly Newsletter
We are excited to implement our brand-new newsletter to keep up the conversation around Sikama International and the microelectronics industry at large.
We will be using this platform to communicate monthly, relaying new product information, company updates, as well as exciting news and information.
To join our Newsletter, CLICK HERE to ﬁll out a contact form.

Sikama's Product Highlight: UP1200 LIFT

Community Update

Sikama's UP1200 Lift option provides the beneﬁt of
better handling warped wafers, heavier parts, and more
robust geometries.
CLICK HERE to read more about Sikama's UP1200 Lift:

Follow Our Brand New Social Media Sites:

We have ofﬁcially moved into our
second facility in Camarillo, California
known as our Customer Support
Center. Our on-site testing and
metrology lab offers complimentary
proﬁle evaluation and low run
production runs for our customers. We
will keep you updated as we add
capabilities to this new facility.

Herb and Jeff participated in and
sponsored UCSB's, The University of
California Santa Barbara, Spring
Career Fair to speak with students
about Sikama International and
discuss employment opportunities
as we continue to bring new talent
into the organization.

Jeff and Victoria took part in IMAPS'
18th International Conference &
Exhibition on Device Packaging
discussing our Fluxless EA UP1200
Oven as the next generation of safe,
ﬂuxless reﬂow solder solutions.

We are pleased to have started a
partnership with UCLA, The
University of California Los Angeles.
Patrick, Jeff, and Herb are excited at
the opportunity for students and
faculty alike to utilize and learn from
our products.

Meet Sikama's Newest
Senior Engineer: Esteban Cortina
Attending Santa Barbara City College for Mechanical
Engineering before transferring to UCSB, Esteban’s
role within Sikama includes working alongside fellow
engineers redesigning products and developing new
ones. Thoroughly enjoying the problem solving and
research that goes into creating alternative designs
and concepts, Esteban has previously attended an
animation college in Hollywood, California helping
his understanding of
renderings and product
visualizations. His most
recent accomplishment
includes designing and
building the recent iRosa
solar array replacements
for NASA on the
International
Space Station.

Sikama International’s Interview with Tech Company News
Our Director of Sales and Business Development, Jeffrey Blair, interviewed with Tech
Company News about Sikama, our products, developmental roadmap, and some of
the best things about Sikama International.
CLICK HERE to read the full article

CLICK HERE to Subscribe to Our YouTube Channel

